Public reporting burden for the collection of information is estimated to average 1 hour per response, including the time for reviewing instructions, searching existing data sources, gathering and maintaining the data needed, and completing and reviewing the collection of information. The representation theorem for F-transitive fuzzy relations is used to prove that the set of reflexive, symmetric and F-transitive fuzzy relations on a set X, F being an Archimedian t-norm, is dense in the set of Z-transitive relations on X. It is also shown that any similarity relation can be represented as a limit of a sequence of transitive relations with respect to Archimedean t-norms. 
Introduction and Preliminaries
There are several interesting issues related to the transitive property of fuzzy binary relations which have been adressed by some authors. Thus, for instance, both epistemological and technical requirements have induced to consider different types of transitivity [3, 6] , depending on the particular properties fulfilled by the operation used in the definition of that property. As it is well known, among the possible ways to define transitivity, the most used is the so-called F-transitivity: A fuzzy binary relation on a set X, i.e. a map R from :XXX into [0,1], is called F-transitive if
F(R(u,v),R(v,w)) ~ R(u,w)
for all u,v,w in X, where F stands for at-norm ( [4, 7] ).
(1.1)
As it is well known, with any Zadeh's similarity relation (i.e. when F(a,b)=Min(a,b)) an ultrametric is associated, a fact which enables to deal with a distance on the set where the relation is defined. In order to refine the ultrametric triangular inequality Ruspini introduced likeness relations [3] for which the associated metric is the restriction of the Euclidian metric to the unit interval, and so forth. (see [7] ).
On the other hand, one of the major problems related to the actual use of fuzzy transitive relations lies precisely in the dificulty to obtain transitive relations. The transitive closure method carries on a number of major problems, like the need of storage and computer-time required and, after all, no one is satisfied with the results it yields, because there is no way to control the distorsion that its application produces on the data sample. The representation theorem for fuzzy transitive relations ( [2, 7] ) make possible to avoid most of the above mentioned problems, since it provides a way to generate fuzzy transitive relations in a more efficient way than the transitive closure method does. For -2-instanc e, the use of this theorem no longer require s a reflexiv e and symme tric fuzzy relation as initial data; it require s both less storage and less comput er-time and it produc es less distorsi on on the data sample . Moreov er, as it is shown in this paper, this theorem is also an useful tool to deal with some other aspects of transiti ve fuzzy relation s.
At this point, it should be noticed that through the transiti ve propert y a corresp ondence can be establis hed betwee n the set of t-norm s and the set A(X) of fuzzy binary relations on a set X, namely the corresp ondenc e which associa tes with any t-norm F the set Ap{X) of F -transit ive relation s on X. As one of the well known feature s of this corresp ondence, we mentio n its order-r eversin g propert y, i.e. ifF 5 F', then Ap(X) <;;; A,..(X). Then, since F 5 Min, for any t-norm F, it turns out that the set of similar ity relation s on a set X is include d in Ap{X), for any t-norm F.
On the other hand, if Z stands for the minima l t-norm, i.e.
we have that AF(X)C Az(X) for any t-norm F. In fact, as it is easy to show, Az(X) is the set symme tric fuzzy relation s for which the crisp relation u = v if R(u,v) =l is an equival ence relation , i.e. those fuzzy symme tric relation s which are strict reflexi ve (R(u,v )=l iff u=v) up to an equival ence relation on X.
From this standpo int, a questio n arises how sparse are the F-trans itive relation s in the set Az(X). The above mentio ned represe ntation theorem allows us to prove that the set AA(X) of F-trans itive relation s, F being an Archim edean t-norm , is dense in Az(X), i.e.
any strict reflexiv e symme tric fuzzy relation is the point-w ise limit of a sequenc e of relations in AA(X). To prove it, first we show that the represe ntation theorem s, which were proved only for the continu ous t-norm case, also hold for the t-norm Z. The above result follows from the fact that the t-norm Z can be express ed as the limit of monoto nic sequenc es of Archim edean t-norms , and the stabilit y of the represe ntation theorem . Moreover, since the t-norm Min may also be express ed as a limit of a sequenc e of Archim edean t-norm s, it turns out that similar ity relation s can also be obtaine d as limits of relation s in AA(X).
Throug hout this paper the standar d notatio ns and conven tions related to fuzzy binary relation s and t-norm s are used. Howeve r, it is conven ient to remind that, given a t-norm F, the quasi-invers e ofF is the functio n F'
Let it be noticed that it follows, from bounda ry conditi on F(a,O) = 0, that the quasiinverse of at-norm F always exists whethe r it is continu ous or not. Thus, for instanc e, the quasi-in verse of the t-norm Z is given by
A compre hensive list of the propert ies of quasi-in verses can be found in [7) . Also in [7] the represe ntation theorem is found in the followin g form:
Theor em 1.1. Let R be a map from XxX into [0,1] and let F be a continu ous t-norm .
Then R is a reflexiv e symme tric and F-trans itive fuzzy relatio n on X ( Findist inguis habili ty relatio n ) if, and only if, there exists a family {h;}M of fuzzy subsets of X, such that (1.3) for all u,v in X.
Thus, if {h;};EJ is a family of fuzzy subsets of a given set X, then
is a similar ity relatio n on X. Analog ously,
is a likenes s relatio n, i.e. R is F-trans itive, F being the Lukasie wicz t-norm F(a,b) = Max( a+ b-1 ,0 ). As it will be shown in the followi ng section , this theorem also holds for Z-trans itive relation s.
2. On Z-tran sitive relatio ns.
In this section some feature s of Z-trans itive relatio ns are explore d, specific ally the validit y of the represe ntation theorem for such relation s. In the proof of the above mentioned represe ntation theorem the continu ity of the t-norm plays an essenti al role. However due to the special feature s of the t-norm Z, it turns out that this theorem can be proven withou t using continu ity, that is, we have Theor em 2.1. Let R be a fuzzy binary relatio n on a non-em pty set X. Then R is reflexiv e, symme tric and Z-trans itive if, and only if, there exists a family {h;}M of fuzzy subsets of X such that In what concer ns to the conver se, the proof works as follows : First, it is clear that the relatio n R defined by (2.1) is reflexiv e and symme tric; thus, R will be Z-trans itive if Let it be noticed that, when the functions hi are the columns of a strict reflexive fuzzy relation S, then
i.e. the generated relation is exactly the greatest symmetric relation contained in S.
From theorem (2.1) it follows that, from the structural point of view, strict reflexive and symmetric fuzzy relations (i.e. Z-indistinguishability relations) may be treated as Findistingui~hability relations, F being a continuous t-norm. Thus, for instance, we can associate a generalized metric with any of such Z-indistinguishability relations and use it to describe, as it is shown in [7] , the fuzzy cluster coverages given by the relation. But, in this case, the obtained generalized metric in [0,1] is a pseudo-metric, such that m (a ,b )=0 for all a,b-:11. In other words, the only meaningful information given by the Z-relation is the one given by the equivalence relation associated with it.
From this standpoint, it makes sense to approximate Z-relations by means of Findistinguishability relations, F being a continuous t-norm. To enforce that appreciation, it should be noticed that the t-norm Z is the point-wise limit of monotonic sequences of Archimedean t-norms, therefore if the representation theorem is stable under that kind of limits such approximation would be possible. This topic is adressed in the following section.
Stability of the representation theorems.
The first question which should be pointed out when dealing with point-wise limits of t-norms is related to the stability of associativity under that kind of limits. As it is proven in [5] , even for monotonic sequences of t-norms, continuity is requiered to guarantee the associativity of the limit function. The first result we present in this section extends the above mentioned result of Thorp [5] , i.e. associativity is stable under point-wise limits of sequences of continuous t-norms: F(a,F(b,c)) = lim F,.(a,F(b,c) ) it follows that for any £>0 there exists .(a,F(b,c))-F(a,F(b,c) ) I < ~. Consequently, for any £>0 there exists n 0 such that Fp(b,c))-F(a,F(b,c) ) I <z-· for any p ~n 0 (=Max(n 1 ,n 2 ) ). f) Similarly, it can be proven that, for any £>0, there exists m 0 such that I Fm (Fm(a,b),c)-F(F(a,b) ,c) I < ~, for any m ~ m 0 • g) Now, from (e), (f) and associativity ofF,. it follows that I F (a,F(b,c)-F(F(a,b) ,c) I <£, for any £>0, i.e.
F(a,F(b,c)) = F(F(a,b),c).
In addition, as it is shown in [5] , when {F,. },.£N is an increasing sequence, the the limit is a left-continuous t-norm. It is easy to check that the limit of a decreasing sequence of continuous t-norms is a right-continuous t-norm. I
Next step is to check if the quasi-inverse of at-norm which is the limit of a sequence of continuous t-norms is the limit of the sequence of quasi-inverses. First of all, let it be noticed that this property holds for increasing sequences of continuous t-norms: In that case,
In a, , 0 erWISe
Then, it is easy to check that, for any ntN and for any a 0 >a, it is F,. ·(a 0 I a)= a and F·(a 0 I a)=l.
However, as it is easy to prove, if a = 0, then {F,.},.EN is a decreasing sequence of Archimedean t-norms whose limit is the t-norm Z, for which {F,. ·},.EN is an increasing sequence with Z' as its limit.
At this point we can prove the stability of the representation theorems for monotonic sequences of continuous t-norms for which lim F,.. = F·, n-co being F = lim F,.. To this end, let {h;};£J be a family of fuzzy subsets of a non-empty set n-co X; given a monotonic sequence of continuous t-norms {F,.},.£N• let {R,.},.EN be the sequence ofF,. -indistinguishabilit y relations on X generated by the family {h;};£1• i.e. where then Theorem 3.3. {Rn}n£N is a monotonic sequence of indistinguishability relations whose limit is the F-indistinguishabil ity relation on X generated by the family {hj}JEJ· Proof. First, assume that {Fn}nEN is a decreasing sequence of continuous t-norms, then {Rn}nEN is an increasing sequence ofF-transitive relations, where F =In/ ndn· Now, let be
then S is a F-indistinguishabil ity relation on X, because is an increasing sequence of indistinguishability relations whose limit is the relation R, that is, the following theorem holds: Theorem 3.4. For any X, the set AA(X) is dense in Az(X).
If X is a finite set or so is the set {a£!0,1J; a=R(u,v) for some u,v£X}, it is possible, for any £>0 to determine n 0 such that I Rn(u,v)-R(u,v) I <£, for all n ~n 0 • Finally, let it be noticed that, if {Fn}n£N is an increasing sequence of Archimedean tnorms such that Supn€t!'n(u ,v) = Min(u ,v) and R is a F 1 -indistinguishability relation, then ( 3.1) defines a sequence of indistinguishability relations whose limit is a similarity relation.
